
                      Programme outcomes 

BA 

The Bachelor of Arts graduates are expected to attain the following outcomes after 

completion of the programme  

 develop conceptual foundation   

 to  meet present challenges 

 inculcated social and moral values among  

 developed cultural awareness and competence  

 recognize and appreciate the real-world context of knowledge 

 intellectual independence  

 social awareness and commitment  

 To develop intellectual integrity and academic accountability of students 

 collaborate respectfully with others, individually and in teams 

 leadership qualities  

BCOM 

The commerce graduates are expected to attain the following outcomes after completion of 

the programme  

 knowledge, skills required for business. 

 success in professional careers. 

  knowledge of theories of organizational behavior. 

 ability to understand organizational problems and skill to provide solutions  

  knowledge of macroeconomics and microeconomics theory 

  knowledge of markets, firms, government policies, and resource allocation 

 knowledge of key concepts of commerce 

 application of mathematical and statistical skills necessary for analysis of a range of 

problems in economics, actuarial studies, accounting, marketing, management and 

finance 

 understanding domestic and international economic and organizational environments. 



 compare international contexts and issues through the lens of the commerce disciplines 

 analyse debates and discussions on economic, commercial, and business issues 

 An understanding of  concepts, principles, theories and arguments of commerce 

  Achievement of academic excellence. 

 strategic and critical thinking in relation to business and commerce related issues. 

 research skills including the retrieval of information from variety of business, commerce 

and economics sources. 

 knowledgeable across disciplines. 

 synthesis of knowledge across disciplines. 

 problem solving through the application of appropriate theories, principles and data. 

 skilled in the use of computer systems and software used in commerce and business 

through practical assignments, exercises and demonstrations. 

 effective decision making ability in business and commerce. 

 ethical, professional and honest behavior in practice. 

BSC 

The science graduates are expected to attain the following outcomes after completion of the 

programme  

 application  of knowledge of science to different fields 

 articulate the methods of science and explain the need of  scientific knowledge  

 application of science  to solve problems  

 to develop scientific temper 

 application of scientific investigation for development or scholarly debate 

 employ highly developed conceptual, analytical, quantitative and technical skills and are 

adept with a range of technologies; 

 articulate the relationship between different science communities of practice 

 to know the international scope and major developments in science and technology 

 Application of science for human development   

 evaluate the role of science and technology in addressing current issues facing local and 

global communities 



 Communicate clearly and convincingly about science and technology ideas, practice and 

future contributions. 

 Programme specific outcome 


	 To develop intellectual integrity and academic accountability of students
	 Communicate clearly and convincingly about science and technology ideas, practice and future contributions.

